
 

Click bait alert! This is a completely made-up article. This blog post does not exist. We made it up to demonstrate how red flaggy these types of posts are, but you've been warned: never click on one of these links . They might be fake. When researching online, many people will run across "clickbait" articles written with the goal to get your attention for the purpose of getting you to click on something
other than their accompanying website. This article is no different. This article does not exist. You can't find it if you try to click on the link above. I'm sure you already know how to use this warning as a red flag to avoid clicking, but just in case you are skimming this blog post or are having difficulty visualizing this concept, let's go over how you could avoid falling into the same traps that people who
don't know better fall into all of the time. What is Clickbait? Clickbait is an attempt to entice users to click on a link for content that has nothing to do with what was advertised in the title of the webpage or article. Examples of Clickbait • "This is the best ____ on the internet right now!" • "You MUST click to _____!" • "We're giving away an amazing ____ today! _____?" • "You don't want to miss
this one! Click here now!" What are some types of Clickbait?  • Titled with keywords that are trendy, trendy, trendy at the time of publication, but will soon fade in relevance. For example: "Today's top 20 Instagram posts." or "Today's top search terms." or any other list that is often updated with new listings. • Titled with content that will never exist, or that is unlikely to happen. For example:
"Obama's secret plan to take over the world!" or "You will never believe what happened next." • Content that pretends to be controversial but is actually not. For example: "Apple admits they are bad" or "Conservatives are attacking this girl for trying to ban abortion." These types of articles are usually created with the goal of getting you to click on something other than their accompanying website. In
other words, you're getting lured into clicking on a link that is not the one that will take you to their website or article. Examples of Clickbait that is created with the intention of getting you to click on something other than their accompanying website: • "Click here to watch my awesome video!" • "Get this free $100 coupon for browsing my blog!" • "You MUST click to read this!"  You've got to be
kidding me. You can't find this article? You can't find it! This site doesn't exist right now, but if you try to go directly to this page, I bet your browser will throw a red flag and won't allow you there.
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